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Abstract: The Las Loras UNESCO Global Geopark is a recent geopark (2017) with a high wealth of manifestations of interaction between the landscape and the water cycle. It is being studied under the umbrella of the International Geosciences Programme Project-730. In this work we present the main results obtained, related to geology, geomorphology, hydrogeology, structure and relationship between structure and hydrogeology. The components of the geodiversity are identified and each one of them open a new line of research which will be object of study in new projects in an early future.
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1. Introduction
The Las Loras UNESCO Global Geopark (UGGp) has been chosen as one of the two Spanish geoparks studied under the umbrella of the IGCP-730 Project [1]. The focus of the study is the interaction between surface water and groundwater.

The different aspects of this research are dissected in the following epigraphs where a brief summary is presented on the geology, structure, hydrogeology and the components of the geological diversity recognized in Las Loras UGGp.

2. Methodology
2.1. Las Loras UGGp Description
The study area has an extension of 950.76 km² in the provinces of Palencia and Burgos, in the north of Spain (Figure 1) an area with 13,076 inhabitants. The Agriculture is the
economic support. Some relevant industries exits in Aguilar de Campoo, and the tourist companies around the Palentina Mountain [2].

The Ubierna Fault is the main structure which divide Las Loras UGGp into two different domains. These domains correspond to two types of folded relief (Figure 1): (1) The Burgalesa Platform extends from the Ebro river to the Ubierna Fault, characterized by calcareous moors affected by slight deformation. And (2) the Folded Band covers the area from the Ubierna Fault to the frontal thrust of the Cenozoic materials of the Duero basin, whose folds give name to the area, “loras”.

Figure 1. (a) Las Loras UGGp in the North of Spain (Cantabrian Mountains). (b) Geological context (modified from Ref. [2]) highlighting the trace of the Ubierna Fault System (UFS) and the two areas differentiated as Burgalesa Platform and Folded Band. (c) Hydrogeological context: indication of the groundwater bodies recognized in the Ebro-Duero basin divide. (d) Stiff diagram of the main water samples obtaining in the field campaigns.
The sedimentary materials of Las Loras UGGp is formed by an almost complete record from the Upper Triassic to the Paleogene [2]. The Keuper facies appears on the main faults acting as a detachment layer with high plasticity.

With regard to climate, Aguilar de Campoo (2009–2021) presents an average annual precipitation of 570 mm, with the temperature ranges between 27.08 °C in July 2013, and −4.66 °C in December 2009, being 9–11 °C the average annual temperature between 2009 and 2021.

Las Loras UGGp includes two rivers flowing into different seas: Duero, towards Atlantic Ocean; and Ebro, towards Mediterranean Sea. Within the second one, the most important rivers are the Lucio River, Rudrón River, Urbel River, and Odra and Brulles Rivers.

Hydrogeologically, the study area includes two adjoining groundwater bodies (GWBs): to the north, the Páramo de Sedano y Lora GWB, (Ebro); and, to the South, Quintanilla-Peñaíorada-Lora GWB (Duero) (Figure 1d) [3].

2.2. Field Campaigns

46 water samples were obtained from the field campaigns. Figure 1d show the Stiff diagram obtained for the most relevant samples for this research.

2.3. Review of Data Bases Information

Different resources available at the IGME data bases were used to explore the existence of mineral paragenesis or mining or associated with metallogenetic deposits which could be associated to the Ubierna Fault through hydrotermal activity.

2.4. Water Samples

Different field campaigns were conducted in 2021 and 2022. INAQUAS software [4] was used for the hydrochemical information analysis and graphical representation in hydrochemical diagrams.

2.5. Compilation of Data and Intagration in a GIS

Data were compiled from literature review, and data bases consulted from different sources.

3. Results

3.1. Ubierna Fault System and Its Relationship with Potential Hydrotermalism

The Ubierna fault is the most important geological element in the study area. It presents slightly sinuous NW-SE orientation and important implications for the geomorphology, hydrogeology and groundwater and surface water interactions.

3.2. Components of Geological Diversity

3.2.1. Loras

The loras are a type of synclines subject to compression with subsequent erosion by Quaternary fluvial incision.

3.2.2. Moorlands

Moorlands have formed on extensive platforms of carbonate materials [2]. They form the Páramo de la Lora de Valdivia and la Pata del Cid in the northern half of the study area. From the point of view of the extension, the moorlands may have several kilometers meanwhile the loras have a much smaller extension, in some cases, with a few tens of meters.

3.2.3. Caves

The caves appear associated with karstic environment and have been formerly studied [5].
3.2.4. Travertine Buildings
A good number of examples exist associated with active springs: Orbaneja del Castillo, Tubilla del Agua, Covalagüa, Barriolucio, Hoyos del Tozo, Villaescobedo, Moradillo del Castillo, Revilla de Pomar, Rebolledillo de la Orden and Fuenteodra.

3.2.5. Peat Bogs
They appear restricted to specific examples in La Piedra, Urbel del Castillo, Humada, Fuencaliente de Puerta, Corralejo del Valdelucio.

3.2.6. Canyons and Sickles
Associated to the Ebro, Rudrón and Pisuerga valleys.

3.2.7. Sinkholes
Huron River disappear a few kilometers after its river source to birth as a new river called Rudrón River in the Cueva de Los Moros.

3.2.8. Springs
There are more than two hundred springs in the study area. The most relevant for their cultural significance are: Cueva del Agua (Orbaneja del Castillo), Pozo Azul (Covanera); nevertheless, there are others with hydrogeological relevance as Pisadera and Valdelateja due to both of them present, past or/and current symptoms of hydrothermal activity.

3.3. Main Aquifers Identified and Hydrogeological Model of Functioning
Two types of aquifers are distinguished in the study area: an permeable unconfined aquifer; and a deep confined or semi-confined aquifer made up of permeable materials of Jurassic age.

3.4. Characteristics of Some Representative Springs
The most relevant springs are shown in Figure 1d. They could be classified in two main groups according to their geological pattern and associated aquifer formation: (a) Upper Cretaceous springs; (b) Jurassic springs.

The waters in Las Loras show an undifferentiated hydrochemical facies of bicarbonated waters. Almost all samples present a low mineralization.

4. Conclusions
The Las Loras UGGp present a high concentration of geological diversity components. The most part of them are associated to water circle shown a wide range of manifestations (springs, cave, canyons, travertine buildings, etc.) related to active processes whose action keep transforming the landscape.

The hydrogeological study carried out in this work show three types of sediments according to their behaviour: aquifers themselves, aquitards and aquifuges. An upper aquifer in the Las Loras UGGp includes materials between the Lower Cretaceous and the Quaternary. A deep regional aquifer is represented by marine Jurassic sediments. The first one, is characterized by aquifers with springs located above rivers. The deep regional aquifer is formed by confined aquifers.

Both aquifer systems do not show evidences of hydrogeological connection. The Lower Cretaceous materials acts as an aquitard that separates the upper from the deep aquifer. No signs of hydrothermalism have been recognized in the Ubierna Fault zone.
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